Directions to St. Georg
by car & public transport
From Hauptbahnhof (central station) or
ZOB (central bus station):
First of all we are just about 1.2 km
(15 min walking distance) away from
these two stations. A Taxi from will cost
around 6,- €.
In case you do not want to walk or take
a taxi use the S-Bahn (S1, S21, S11, S2)
or U-Bahn (U2, U3) and get out the next
station at Berliner Tor. This station is split
into a S-Bahn and a U-Bahn station. From
station Berliner Tor (Exit Heidenkampsweg)
it only takes 400 metres of march and you
are already within eyeshot.
From Hamburg Airport:
Take S-Bahn S1/S11 towards Wedel/Blankenese and get out at Berliner Tor. See
directions above to see how you get to
us from over there.
General Information for Late Arrivals:
During the week, Hamburgs public
transportation is guaranteed via nightbusses. At the weekend and on public
holidays busses, undergroundtrains and
“S-Bahn” provide transportation during t
he whole night. More details can be
found on www.hvv.de.

www.superbude.de

A1 or A24 :
By „Horner Kreisel“ (roundabout) take the first
departure “Sievekingsallee” direction “Elbbrücken”, after 0,5 km turn left to
stay on “Sievekingsallee”, after 0,9 km stay on
this street it becomes “Bürger- weide”, after 0,5
km turn left on the “B75/ Bürgerweide” (really big street), after 0,4 km turn right into the
“Spaldingstraße”, on the right hand side is the
“Thomas I Punkt Skateland” and further on to
the left the “Superbude” (shiny 6 floor house).
If you have past the big crossroad (Aral Station
at the corner) you drove to far. Turn around
then and you will see us on the right hand
side!
A7:
Follow direction Hamburg/Bremen on the A7,
it becomes A1, keep going on A255 (signed
out as HH-Centrum/A255/ HH-Veddel/B4/
B75/HH-Georgswerder) for 3,3 km, follow the
B75 for 2,9 km, turn left into “Spaldingstraße”,
on the right hand side is the “Thomas I Punkt
Skateland” and further on to the left the “Superbude” (shiny 6 floor house). If you have
past the big crossroad (Aral Station at the corner) you drove to far. Turn around then and
you will see us on the right hand side!
We wish you a relaxing trip and look forward to seeing you! If you have trouble
finding us, just call us anytime:
+49 (0)40 / 38 08 780!
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